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ACTIVIDADES NON AVALIABLES PARA ALUMNOS/AS APROBADOS/AS DE 3 

ESO BILINGÜE QUE PODEN CONTRIBUIR Á MELLORA DE NOTA.  
ESTAS ACTIVIDADES PODERÁN ENVIARSE EN “WORD” AO SEGUINTE 

CORREO ELECTRÓNICO: duartelimita@gmail.com EN TEMPO E 
PRAZO.  

DATA LIMITE DE ENTREGA: 28 DE MAIO ÁS 12:00  
 
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS 
1.-Fill in the personal and possessive pronouns. The missing pronouns refer to the 
subjects of the first sentence. 
1. I have got a tortoise. ______is my tortoise. I can see ______in the cage.  
2. Nick is in the garden. You can see______. ______is playing with ______dog.  
3. Debbie is 11. ______is English. We can talk to ______in English.  
4. We are German. But ______English teacher can talk to  ______in English.  
5. Jenny and Sally are in the house. I cannot see ______. CD-player is playing. 
______are listening to a pop-song.  
6. You have got a bike. It is ______bike. We can see you on ______bike.  
7. The Scotts have got a house. ______is their house. We can play in  
______garden.  
8. There is a good book. You must read ______.  
9. Here are two pictures of Ben. You must look at ______.  
10. Mike Walker is a pop-star. You can watch  ______on TV.  
11. Tina Connor has got a cat. It is  ______cat. ______can play with the cat every 
day. 
12. I have some stamps. This is  ______favorite one. 
 
2.- FIRST CONDITIONAL Put the verbs in brackets into the gaps. Form a 
Conditional sentence - type I. Only use the will-future in the main clauses. 
Mind the position of the if-clause. 
Example: Lisa ________ (not/to open) the window if you _________ (not/to tell) her. 
Answer: Lisa will not open the window if you do not tell her. or 
Lisa won't open the window if you don't tell her. 
1) If we ________________(to send) an invitation, our friends 
________________ (to come) to our party. 
2) He ________________ (not/to understand) you if you ________________ 
(to whisper). 
3) They ________________ (not/to survive) in the desert if they 
________________ (not/to take) extra water with them. 
4) If you ________________ (to press) CTRL + s, you ________________ (to 
save) the file. 
5) You ________________ (to cross) the Channel if you ________________ 
(to fly) from Paris to London. 
6) Fred ________________ (to answer) the phone if his wife 
________________ (to have) a bath. 
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7) If Claire ________________ (to wear) this dress at the party, our guests 
________________ (not/to stay) any longer. 
8) If I ______________ (to touch) this snake, my girlfriend 
________________ (not/to scream). 
9) She _______________ (to forget) to pick you up if you ________________ 
(not/to phone) her. 
10) I ________________ (to remember) you if you ________________ (to 
give) me a photo. 
3.- Conditional Exercise -Future Real Conditional- Using the words in 
parentheses, complete the text below with the appropriate conditional form. 
 
I am not sure what I am going to do when I (graduate) ________________, but 
I do know I want to travel. I am probably going to work at my father's restaurant 
for a few months during the summer. When I (have) ____________ enough 
money, I (go) ____________to Europe to visit some friends I met while studying. 
 
I have always wanted to visit Europe. I especially want to visit Sweden. If I (get) 
___________to go to Sweden, I (stay) ____________ with my friend Gustav. 
His family has a house on an island in a lake near Stockholm. I am sure we (spend) 
___________a few days on the island if weather conditions (allow) _________.  
 
I am not sure what other countries I will visit. If it (be) ____________not too 
expensive, I (spend) ____________a couple of days in Paris sightseeing. If I (go) 
____________to Paris, I (climb) ____________the Eiffel Tower, (take) 
____________ a boat tour of the Seine, and (photograph) ____________daily 
life in the Latin Quarter.  
 
 
4.- Write questions in present perfect. 

1. you / answer / the question________________________________ 
2. Jenny / lock / the door________________________________ 
3. Walter / call / us________________________________ 
4. you / see / the picture________________________________ 
5. your parents / get / the letter ______________________________ 
6. it / rain / a lot ________________________________ 
7. how often / we / sing / the song _____________________________ 
8. Maureen / watch / the film ________________________________ 
9. how many books / Bob / read _______________________________ 
10. ever / you / be / to London______________________________ 

5.- Complete the following.  Pay special attention to verb tenses. 

1. Last night I went to bed after I __________________(finish) my homework. 
2. Tonight I will go to bed after I ___________________(finish) my homework. 
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3. Ever since I was a child, I ______________________(be) afraid of dogs. 
4. Jacquie's contact lens popped out while she _____________(play) basket ball. 
5. They________________ (never)  (be)  in England yet. 
6.  I __________________ (just) (start) reading this book. 
7.  I have know my best friend since she _________________(be) ten years old. 
8. Yesterday we_______________(find) this poor black cat abandoned. 
9. He________________(born) in 1972. 

10. When the bomb exploded the building ____ already___________ (evacuate).  

6.- Complete the sentences. Use Simple Present and Present Continuous. 

1. James (live) ________________in a little village.  
2. He (be) ________________ in his last year at school.  
3. After school, James (want) ________________ to become a banker.  
4. So this week, he (do) ________________ a practical course in a bank.  
5. There (be) ________________ a bank in a nearby town, but James (have) 

________________  to take the bus to get there.  
6. The bus (leave) ________________ at 5.30 in the morning and (return) 

________________  at 8.15 in the evening.  
7. James (not / like) ________________to spend so much time in town before 

and after work, waiting for the bus.  
8. Therefore, this week he (stay) ________________ with his aunt, who (live) 

________________ in town.  
9. James usually (wear) ________________  jeans and t-shirts, but while he 

(work) ________________ for the bank now, he (wear) ______________  a 
suit and a tie.  

 7.- Put in the verbs in brackets into the gaps and form sentences. Use the going 
to-future. 
Example: She _____________ a present for her mother. (to buy) 
Answer: She is going to buy a present for her mother. or She's going to buy a present for her 
mother. 
1) He _______________________his friend. (to phone) 
2) We _______________________a new computer game. (to play) 
3) My sister _______________________ TV. (to watch) 
4) You _______________________a picnic next Tuesday. (to have) 
5) Jane _______________________to the office. (to go) 
6) They_______________________ to the bus stop this afternoon. (to walk) 
7) His brother ______________________ a letter to his uncle today. (to write) 
8) She _______________________ her aunt. (to visit) 
9) I _______________________ my homework after school. (to do) 
10) Sophie and Nick_______________________ her friends. (to meet) 
 
8. Complete the following table of irregular verbs. 

PRESENTE PASADO PARTICIPIO ESPAÑOL 
   SER /ESTAR 
   EMPEZAR 
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   MORDER 
   ROMPER 
   TRAER 
   EDIFICAR 
   QUEMAR 
   COMPRAR 
   ATRAPAR 
   ESCOGER/ 

ELEGIR 
   VENIR 
   CORTAR 
   HACER 
   DIBUJAR/TRAZAR 
   SOÑAR 
   BEBER 
   CONDUCIR 
   COMER 
   CAER 
   DAR DE COMER 
   SENTIR/ PALPAR 
   ENCONTRAR 
   VOLAR 
   PERDONAR 
   OLVIDAR 
   DAR 
   IR 
    CRECER 
   TENER 

 


